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Acquired as risograph prints and now part of the collection at Manchester Art Gallery, 
Mark Titchner’s  Some Questions About Us  (2019) sits alongside and opposite artist 
Jade Montserrat’s work; Questions, in commune with watercolour studies of mouths 
and eyes, speak of our body’s language and the difficulty in providing acts of non-
verbal care at a time when our expressions are hardest to read.

I chose this body of work to accompany Montserrat’s whose practice is led by her 
on-going thoughts around care, language and belonging. Her text-based and 
figurative art is poetic, questioning, and challenging. It features works that speak of 
the body boldly displayed, seeing oneself through the eyes of others, erasure and our 
right to ask more of our monuments.

Mark Titchner, a British artist also exploring words, language and care, exhibited  
Some Questions  on the boundaries of Bethlem Royal Hospital, London. The series 
of direct questions, provocations for discussion around mental health and notions 
of care, are markedly necessary to consider in greater detail the power imbalances 
within our society. Through our exhibitions display  Constellations: Care & Resistance,  
curator Kate Jesson, Jade and I discover new connections between artists and their 
ideas, re-routing the messages encoded in the artwork to interrogate what our art 
gallery’s collections communicates about ‘Us’ and what it does not.

Constellations: Care & Resistance , the title for this exhibition/research space, 
reference patterns that emerge from looking at the clusters of stars and planets 
in our solar system. These were understood in astronomy as a way for cultures to 
spark curiosity, share memories and explore multiple perspectives. I use it here to 
present the simultaneity of stories; applying the notion that a constellation is a “logical 
alternative to the narration of history as a linear progression”, as Walter Benjamin 
wrote in ‘The Concept of History’. Part studio and part exhibition space we aim to 
share our learning as we begin to unpack progress and knowledge as something that 
expands, rather than something that simply moves forward.



Our constellation expands ideas initiated by artist practice. Montserrat’s work sits at 
the heart of it; fragments of memory, traces of conversation painted in watercolour, 
handwritten notes in handmade, handbound books, text forming the skin of shadow 
bodies dancing across paper; the Black body, present. Montserrat’s practice, the 
creative labour that sits at the intersection of art and activism, continuously opens 
new paths of interrogation across the matrix of history, exposing gaps in our fixation 
on visual and linguistic habits. In this space, work spanning the past 5 years comes 
together to form new conversations with work from within the gallery’s collection 
including Claudette Johnson, Ian Hamilton Finlay and Mark Titchner.

There have been iterations of Constellations, within the visual realm of cultural 
institutions, through time. “ Constellations ” saw artists using transitory materials to 
bring into focus ephemerality and impermanence, artists as ‘ t riggers ’ to highlight the 
‘revolutionary effects’ of ideas that emerge from the modern world and the human 
condition. And collections employed, as material and conceptual  anchors   exploring 
themes of the figure, formal abstraction, economy... diasporic history and materiality.

Care and Resistance sits within this collective effort to 

better understand our relationship with each other, and 

through the art that we collect and the artists who create 

it. Our ‘spark’ is that care can be an act of resistance, 

resisting oppression and silence.

In choosing  Some Questions,  we begin to expand our conversation about personal 
autonomy, charting a pathway to better understand how institutional dominance 
impacts our mental wellbeing.

https://www.e-flux.com/announcements/35429/constellations/
https://www.tate.org.uk/visit/tate-liverpool/display/constellations
https://www.studiomuseum.org/exhibition/constellation
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Five or six weeks before the opening of  Constellations: Care & Resistance , I was 
sectioned by the Mental Health Act. My white friends had called the emergency 
services, concerned for my welfare. The situation immediately escalated on the arrival 
of the police. My emotional state, particularly my response in the affirmative to their 
question as to whether I felt suicidal, was met with a resistance; I was restrained 
by multiple white male officers. I explained that I was finding the process terrifying 
and recognised their behaviour as part of a longer history that is symptomatic of 
structural racism. I made comment that racism is a public health crisis, emphasising 
that force as a method is an inherent tactic of white supremacy. These vocalisations 
were inevitably met with antagonised defence: “racism doesn’t exist”, “let go of things 
eating you up.” I requested the code of practice at the facility I was then detained at, 
which took three hours to find.

Imagining Mark Titchner’s mirrored public realm version of  Some 

Questions About Us  I am confronted by myself mired in the sterility 

of bureaucratic double-speak.  Some Questions,  were I to read 

them on their mirrored surface, asks how it might be that we find 

ourselves complicit in obfuscation and injustices.

Some Questions  queries autonomy and asks that those easily ignored assessments 
determining what level of care one might receive involuntarily are read and known 
to the reader. The municipal space version of  Some Questions , in being seen by all 
different types of people passing by, must also account, pleasingly, for the fact that all 
different types of people will also be seen by the artwork, emphasising ideas around 
“mirroring” and “being seen” and vitally, taking time to reflect. How  Some Questions 
i s received is dependent on how the questions reflect the viewer’s innermost 
fears, assumptions or concern for others - for some, I imagine, immunity from such 
concerns will be considered guaranteed.



I think of  Sarah Reed , a black woman with a history of mental ill health who 
was confined, segregated and punished by public authorities, and how citizens 
communicate distress and abuse while detained and “in-care”. Sarah Reed was found 
dead in her cell at Holloway prison five years ago. Under existing conditions whereby 
trauma is met with traumatising behaviour and violent “care” systems, Sarah Reed 
simply didn’t stand a chance. I thankfully caught only a glimpse of enforced care last 
year, confirming the tyranny brought about by “the rule of nobody”, as Hannah Arendt 
described of the violence brought about by bureaucracy.

Specifically,  Some Questions  provide a lens through which I might consider black 
mental health concerns,  how structural racism determines black life , and the  
disproportionate use of the mental health act  in policing black people. I  am 
determined, alongside those organisations pledging to bring about change,  to 
continue to refuse to let the language employed by  Some Questions  determine how 
my life and body are handled – without care – in the current system of things, and 
continue to advocate for the abolition of the police.

Constellations: Care & Resistance  i s part of  Future Collect   in partnership with 
INIVA and Manchester Art Gallery.

https://www.inquest.org.uk/sarah-reed-inquest-conclusions
https://www.mind.org.uk/news-campaigns/legal-news/legal-newsletter-june-2019/discrimination-in-mental-health-services/
https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/health/mental-health/detentions-under-the-mental-health-act/latest
https://synergicollaborativecentre.co.uk/
https://synergicollaborativecentre.co.uk/
https://manchesterartgallery.org/exhibitions-and-events/exhibition/constellations-care-resistance/
https://iniva.org/programme/projects/future-collect/


Jade Montserrat was the recipient of the Stuart Hall Foundation Scholarship which 
supports her PhD (via MPhil) at IBAR, UCLan, (Race and Representation in Northern Britain 
in the context of the Black Atlantic: A Creative Practice Project) and the development 
of her work from her black diasporic perspective in the North of England. She was also 
awarded one of two Jerwood Student Drawing Prizes in 2017 for No Need for Clothing, a 
documentary photograph of a drawing installation at Cooper Gallery DJCAD by Jacquetta 
Clark. Jade’s Rainbow Tribe project – a combination of historical and contemporary 
manifestations of Black Culture from the perspective of the Black Diaspora is central to the 
ways she is producing a body of work, including No Need For Clothing and its iterations, 
as well as her performance work Revue. Jade was commissioned to present Revue as a 24 
hour live performance at SPILL Festival of Performance, October 2018, a solo exhibition at 
The Bluecoat, Liverpool, (Nov – 10 Mar 2019) which toured to Humber Street Gallery 
(July-Sept 2019) and was commissioned by Art on the Underground to create the 2018 
Winter Night Tube cover. Iniva and Manchester Art Gallery have commissioned Jade as the 
first artist for the Future Collect project (2020).

Nikita Gill is a creative and curator in training with the International Institute of Visual 
Arts (INIVA) and Manchester Art Gallery. She received her MA in Art Gallery and Museum 
Studies from the University of Manchester, with a dissertation on Transient Student 
Engagement in Regional University Art Galleries (2019). Her previous work includes support 
of the production of Excavating the Reno (2017 - 2018), Portraits of Recovery with David 
Hoyle and Mark Prest (2017), Bodies of Colour (2018) and Joy Forever (2019) at the 
Whitworth art gallery. Each of these experiences have helped to shape thinking around 
decolonial practices, centred on care within the context of art gallery collections. Currently 
Nikita is working with Jade Montserrat, supporting her commission for Manchester Art 
Gallery as part of Future Collect. (2020). Nikita Gill is also a member of the Black Curators 
Collective.
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